The Arts Council of Greater Kalamazoo Presents

Art Hop

July 06.18
Enjoy FREE Concerts at FOUR Venues all Summer Long!

**July Schedule**

**Concerts in the Park**

**Kalamazoo** — Sundays
4:00 pm at Bronson Park
- JULY 1: Dacia Bridges Project
- JUNE 15: The Accidentals
- JULY 22: Kalamazoo Big Band

**Oshtemo** — Sundays
6:00 pm at Fletcher Field
- JULY 8: Zion Lion

**Parchment** — Sundays
6:30 pm at Kindleberger Park
- JULY 22: The Last Mangos - Jimmy Buffett Tribute
- JULY 29: Matt Giraud

**Portage** — Thursdays
7:00 pm at Overlander Band Shell
- JULY 12: Damien Escobar ($15 General Admission)
- JULY 26: Allen Scott - Tim McGraw Impersonator

Join us after Art Hop for a SPECIAL PERFORMANCE BY Nat Zegree

**Friday, July 6th • 8:00 - 9:00 PM in Bronson Park**

Nat Zegree returns home to Kalamazoo to take the audience on a rock n' roller coaster of music! From his own originals, to classic favorites, to requests and games of all different styles! A pianist since he was 3, Nat has composed 3 original musicals, with more in development, released an album, and travels the country performing an award winning portrayal of Jerry Lee Lewis in the hit musical “Million Dollar Quartet”. He also worked and recorded for the Tony Award Winning smash hit, “Dear Evan Hansen”. He music directs and performs for such New York City venues as 54 Below, Joes Pub, The Laurie Beechman Theatre, and Green Room 42. His musical “Fly More Than You Fall”, the same name as his album, was just produced at Syracuse University this past spring.

For Full Summer Schedule, visit: KalamazooArts.org

Sponsored by:
- Arts Council of Greater Kalamazoo
- Gilmore Keyboard Festival
- Kalamazoo Parks
- Wood TV
- Dacia Bridges Project
- The Accidentals
- Kalamazoo Big Band
- The Laurie Beechman Theatre
- Green Room 42
KALAMAZOO MALL

Public Media Network 346 S. Kalamazoo Mall
5:00 – 7:00 pm
Jordan Wilson. The Mythos art showcase explores mythology and folklore of different cultures.

Arcadia Brewing Company 701 E. Michigan Avenue
5:00 – 8:00 pm
I am the creative mind behind DiffTast (Dirt Street). I use Paint and Sharpies to bring Pop icons from the 80’s and 90’s together.

InForm Architecture 407 E. Michigan, Suite 100
5:00 – 8:00 pm
Gary Chumley. A meditation on a life within Jehovah’s Witnesses and a search for Jesus through a series of paintings, prints and mixed media artworks.

Artisan Sandwich Company 349 S. Kalamazoo Mall
5:30 – 8:00 pm
A Folk/Rock soloist Mike Powell plays lead guitar, harmonica and vocals. Specializing in popular music from various decades featuring unique interpretations and vocal harmonies.

Overneath Creative Collective 215 S. Kalamazoo Mall
5:00 – 8:00 pm
C-Jams, hosted by Megan Dooley. A studio recorded, video streamed, live open-mic at Overneath. Come perform a tune or just walk through. Free recordings posted online later.

Teel Jewelers 159 S. Kalamazoo Mall
Suite 190
5:00 – 9:00 pm
Ceramic artist, Lynne Tan, makes sculptural objects that are functional and fashion. When not in use, they’re everyday objects that double as home decor.

Webster’s Prime 100 W. Michigan Avenue 2nd Floor
5:00 – 8:00 pm
From artist Pamela Kirkham, acrylic paintings on canvas that seek to help you escape your life struggles and heal yourself from the inside out.

Fuz - kitchen & bar 214 E. Michigan Avenue
5:00 – 9:00 pm
Mike Ortega. An exploration of abstract styles and colors; acrylic on canvas.

Kalamazoo Institute of Arts 435 W. South Street
5:00 – 8:00 pm
One of the largest art communities with 95 studios & over 100 artists, artisans and small businesses. Wines in glass, paint, wood, pottery, metalsmithing and much more!

Kalamazoo Nonprofit Advocacy Coalition First Baptist Church 315 W. Michigan Avenue
5:00 – 8:00 pm
Lauren Steinbrecher. The world is in a chaotic place now a days. Lauren is in a race to replace the hate with an awake state, artistically.

MRC artWorks 330 S. Kalamazoo Mall
5:00 – 9:00 pm
A working studio and gallery space for adults living with disabilities. The July window display “Birds of a Feather” will feature birdhouses and bird art.

PopCity Popcorn 346 S. Kalamazoo Mall
5:00 – 8:30 pm
Chicago based multimedia artist Mike Ortega. An exploration of folk art.

Arcadia Brewing Company 701 E. Michigan Avenue
5:00 – 8:00 pm
I am the creative mind behind DiffTast (Dirt Street). I use Paint and Sharpies to bring Pop icons from the 80’s and 90’s together.

InForm Architecture 407 E. Michigan, Suite 100
5:00 – 8:00 pm
Gary Chumley. A meditation on a life within Jehovah’s Witnesses and a search for Jesus through a series of paintings, prints and mixed media artworks.

Kelvin & Co. 239 E. Michigan Avenue
5:00 – 8:00 pm
Michele Bair. Self-taught contemporary artist working with fluid acrylics to create vivid and unique abstract art.

Sarkozy Bakery 350 E. Michigan Avenue
Suite 100
5:00 – 8:00 pm
Ken Sarkozy paints acrylics at the intersection of bakery and art. It’s a pretty funny intersection.

Public Media Network 346 S. Kalamazoo Mall
5:00 – 7:00 pm
Jordan Wilson. The Mythos art showcase explores mythology and folklore of different cultures.

O-Jams, hosted by Megan Dooley. A studio recorded, video streamed, live open-mic at Overneath. Come perform a tune or just walk through. Free recordings posted online later.

1. Artisan Sandwich Company 349 S. Kalamazoo Mall
5:30 – 8:00 pm
A Folk/Rock soloist Mike Powell plays lead guitar, harmonica and vocals. Specializing in popular music from various decades featuring unique interpretations and vocal harmonies.

2. Kalamazoo Institute of Arts 435 W. South Street
5:00 – 8:00 pm
One of the largest art communities with 95 studios & over 100 artists, artisans and small businesses. Wines in glass, paint, wood, pottery, metalsmithing and much more!

3. Kalamazoo Nonprofit Advocacy Coalition First Baptist Church 315 W. Michigan Avenue
5:00 – 8:00 pm
Lauren Steinbrecher. The world is in a chaotic place now a days. Lauren is in a race to replace the hate with an awake state, artistically.

4. Amy Zane Store and Studio 132 S. Kalamazoo Mall
5:00 – 9:00 pm
Rose Soma. Uniquely designed Michigan and Kalamazoo decals, pins, and much more!

5. Consumers Credit Union 125 S. Kalamazoo Mall
5:30 – 8:00 pm
Gregg McChesney. “Painting is a way of expression from what I see in the environment around me and my imaginative, creative core. It’s why I’m here.”

6. MRC artWorks 330 S. Kalamazoo Mall
5:00 – 9:00 pm
A working studio and gallery space for adults living with disabilities. The July window display “Birds of a Feather” will feature birdhouses and bird art.

7. Black Arts & Cultural Center Epic Center, Suite 202
359 S. Kalamazoo Mall
5:00 – 8:00 pm
The Black Arts & Cultural Center will showcase art and artists that will be featured at the 32nd Annual Black Arts Festival on July 14th.

8. Consumers Credit Union 125 S. Kalamazoo Mall
5:30 – 8:00 pm
Gregg McChesney. “Painting is a way of expression from what I see in the environment around me and my imaginative, creative core. It’s why I’m here.”

9. MRC artWorks 330 S. Kalamazoo Mall
5:00 – 9:00 pm
A working studio and gallery space for adults living with disabilities. The July window display “Birds of a Feather” will feature birdhouses and bird art.

10. Overneath Creative Collective 215 S. Kalamazoo Mall
5:00 – 8:00 pm
C-Jams, hosted by Megan Dooley. A studio recorded, video streamed, live open-mic at Overneath. Come perform a tune or just walk through. Free recordings posted online later.

11. PopCity Popcorn 346 S. Kalamazoo Mall
5:00 – 8:30 pm
Chicago based multimedia artist Mike Ortega. An exploration of folk art.

12. Public Media Network 346 S. Kalamazoo Mall
5:00 – 7:00 pm
Jordan Wilson. The Mythos art showcase explores mythology and folklore of different cultures.

13. Teel Jewelers 159 S. Kalamazoo Mall
Suite 190
5:00 – 9:00 pm
Ceramic artist, Lynne Tan, makes sculptural objects that are functional and fashion. When not in use, they’re everyday objects that double as home decor.

14. Webster’s Prime 100 W. Michigan Avenue 2nd Floor
5:00 – 8:00 pm
From artist Pamela Kirkham, acrylic paintings on canvas that seek to help you escape your life struggles and heal yourself from the inside out.

15. Arcadia Brewing Company 701 E. Michigan Avenue
5:00 – 8:00 pm
I am the creative mind behind DiffTast (Dirt Street). I use Paint and Sharpies to bring Pop icons from the 80’s and 90’s together.

16. Sarkozy Bakery 350 E. Michigan Avenue
Suite 100
5:00 – 8:00 pm
Ken Sarkozy paints acrylics at the intersection of bakery and art. It’s a pretty funny intersection.

17. InForm Architecture 407 E. Michigan, Suite 100
5:00 – 8:00 pm
Gary Chumley. A meditation on a life within Jehovah’s Witnesses and a search for Jesus through a series of paintings, prints and mixed media artworks.

18. Kelvin & Co. 239 E. Michigan Avenue
5:00 – 8:00 pm
Michele Bair. Self-taught contemporary artist working with fluid acrylics to create vivid and unique abstract art.

19. Sarkozy Bakery 350 E. Michigan Avenue
Suite 100
5:00 – 8:00 pm
Ken Sarkozy paints acrylics at the intersection of bakery and art. It’s a pretty funny intersection.

20. Arcadia Brewing Company 701 E. Michigan Avenue
5:00 – 8:00 pm
I am the creative mind behind DiffTast (Dirt Street). I use Paint and Sharpies to bring Pop icons from the 80’s and 90’s together.
ART HOP is a program of the Arts Council of Greater Kalamazoo and is presented with help from these generous sponsors:

DOROTHY U DALTON FOUNDATION
THE MARVIN AND ROSALIE OKUN FOUNDATION
ART WORKS.
National Endowment for the Arts
MICHIGAN COUNCIL FOR ARTS CULTURAL AFFAIRS
D. L. Gallivan Office Solutions